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¶ Comply with/Implement the requirements set by legislation, regulations, government policies and

standards and professional standards.

¶ Establish and embed innovation and best practice.

/__data/assets/pdf_file/0008/124010/101-2-23-1-Risk-Management-Framework-and-Plan.pdf
/policy/procedures/corporate-governance-procedures/compliance-framework
/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/1908347/Emergency-Management-Plan.pdf
/about-jcu/university-plan
/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/589776/ʯ����Ƶ-Academic-Plan.pdf
/about-jcu/international-engagement-strategy
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2.7 Hierarchy of governance instruments 

The following diagram represents the policy framework hierarchy as it applies to JCU.  A document lower in the 

hierarchy must be consistent with a document higher in the hierarchy.  Where two documents in the hierarchy 

conflict, the document higher in the hierarchy takes precedence. 

             

 

The University Council has approved the Policy and Delegations Responsibilities Map which outlines responsibility 

for sponsoring and approving policies, procedures and delegations. Policy authors/drafters must ensure the Policy 

complies with this map. 

JCU Act, other 
Legislation

Governance Level: resolutions of 
Council & Committees of 

Council, approval of policies and 
frameworks, approval of JCU 

Delegations Schedule and Sub-
delegations Registers

Management level: Approval of procedures

Operational level: guidelines, processes, workflows, other 
supporting and reference documents

/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/1178178/24-1-ʯ����Ƶ-Policy-and-Delegations-Responsibilities-Map-final.pdf




 

4. Policy development and review 

The Policy Sponsor is responsible for ensuring their respective domains are adequately covered by both policy 

and procedure, and that policy authors/reviewers undertake all the phases as shown in the diagram below.  The 

phases do not necessarily occur sequentially, or as stand-alone activities. For example, collaborating and 

consulting with others in some form will be necessary throughout the process and implementation plans should 

be finalised or well advanced by the time the policy is ready for approval.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from ‘The policy development process’ page 18, Policy without (much) pain, ATEM Institutional Policy Network  

Information about undertaking the different phases in the policy process is provided in the following pages.  

¶ How to develop a policy – Phase 1: Develop 

¶ How to consult with stakeholders – Phase 2: Consult 

¶ How to have a policy approved – Phase 3: Approve 

¶ How to implement a policy change – Phase 4: 
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4.1 Quality Check 

/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/1178178/24-1-ʯ����Ƶ-Policy-and-Delegations-Responsibilities-Map-final.pdf
/__data/assets/pdf_file/0006/1178178/24-1-ʯ����Ƶ-Policy-and-Delegations-Responsibilities-Map-final.pdf
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Explore options/solutions 

Developing solutions to the policy issue must be done in consultation with key stakeholders.  It may be appropriate 

to form a working group, at the very least it will be necessary to discuss the issues with subject matter experts. In 

designing a solution, consideration must be given to how it will be implemented, whether the solution will expose 

gaps in other areas that must be addressed (eg. delegations), the costs involved, what sort of change management 

process will be required and whether the solution addresses the needs of the groups who are impacted by the 

policy. 

Drafting 

Refer to the Style Guide – Writing Policies and Procedures (page 12) for guidance on writing policies.  Access the 
Policy Template and draft the initial policy, which should reflect the outcomes of discussions with the subject 
matter experts and other key stakeholders. 

Remember, policies contain statements that establish principles and direct how members of the University 

community execute aspects of the University’s operations. 

Policies should state no more than is necessary to direct decision-making. 

Consideration must be given to: 

¶ Aligning the policy with the domains in the Policy and Delegations Responsibilities Map and ensuring

sponsorship is allocated to the correct area

¶ Aligning policy content and intent statement and supporting the University Plan, mission and values

¶ Operational compliance and risk

¶ Compliance with standards and legislation eg. TEQSA Threshold Standards, Higher Education Support Act,

Higher Education Standards Framework and AQF

¶ Appropriate language, style, terminology and structure

¶ Comparison to and benchmarking against other Australian Universities

¶

/policy/other/procedures/templates/templates
/policy/other/procedures/templates/templates
/policy/other/procedures/templates/templates
mailto:policy@jcu.edu.au
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Note: It takes approximately 8 weeks for a policy to move through the Committee approval process.  This is 
unavoidable.  It is possible to obtain urgent interim 

/policy/other/procedures/templates/templates
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6. Style guide ς writing policies and procedures 

Policy - a set of rules or a specific course of action, based on principles adopted by the University, to guide 
decision making, direct operations and achieve objectives. 

Procedure – the steps in a process required to implement the provisions or directions described under a Policy 
or Enterprise Agreement.  

 

Naming 
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Schedules, appendices and other supporting documents 

¶ Schedules and appendices form part of the policy or procedure and are approved through the same 

process as the parent document. 

¶ A schedule is a list, or a table of information attached to a policy or procedure that provides more 

information about a matter referred to in the policy/procedure.  For example, ‘Schedule A-Applicability of 

Working with Children Check’ is a list of positions at JCU identified as requiring Blue Cards as per the 

Working with Children Check (Blue Card) Procedure.  Including the list within the procedure would make 

it overly long and would disrupt the flow of information.  Use a schedule to list detailed information that 

is not integral to the intent and purpose of the policy or procedure. 

¶ Appendices contain information that is supplementary to the policy or procedure.  Diagrams, flowcharts 

and other lengthy or complex reference information that would otherwise disrupt the flow of the policy 

or procedure are best placed in an appendix.  Refer to ‘Appendix 1-Research (Data and Information) Asset 

Lifecycle’ and ‘Appendix 2-Custodianship Model for Research Data and Information’ as examples of the 

type of information best placed in appendices.  

¶ Other supporting documents may also be attached to a policy or procedure.  These documents provide 

further details, guidance and support around undertaking processes and include guidelines, processes, 

forms, templates, handbooks etc. and are generally only relevant to a specific business unit

/policy/procedures/corporate-governance-procedures/working-with-children-check-blue-card-procedure/schedule-a-applicabilityof-working-with-children-check
/policy/procedures/corporate-governance-procedures/working-with-children-check-blue-card-procedure/schedule-a-applicabilityof-working-with-children-check
/policy/procedures/corporate-governance-procedures/working-with-children-check-blue-card-procedure/schedule-a-applicabilityof-working-with-children-check
/__data/assets/pdf_file/0012/1864677/Appendix-1-Research-Data-and-Information-Asset-Lifecycle.pdf
/__data/assets/pdf_file/0012/1864677/Appendix-1-Research-Data-and-Information-Asset-Lifecycle.pdf
/__data/assets/pdf_file/0004/1864696/Appendix-2-Custodianship-Model-for-Research-Data-and-Information.pdf
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¶ the term may be open to interpretation; or 

¶ a technical term is used. 

The definition should be simple and easy to understand by the general reader

/policy/other/procedures/templates/templates
/policy/other/procedures/templates/templates




/policy/other/procedures/templates/templates
/policy/other/procedures/templates/templates
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7.1 Policy Review and Approval checklist 

Date:                              

/policy/procedures/university-delegations
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8. How to have a policy approved ς Approval process 

This approval process is required for new policies, major amendments to existing policy or requests to 

disestablish policy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Has the draft policy been quality reviewed by the Policy Officer? 

YES NO 
1. The Policy Officer will progress the following 

Policy Sponsor agreed documentation within 

Secretariat to the Committees Officers for 

inclusion on the relevant agenda item (cc Policy 

Sponsor/Author): 

¶ marked up copy of the amended policy; 

¶ marked up copy of any amended procedures or 

guidelines; 

¶ or in the case of major re-write: current 

published version and revised clean copy to 

compare; 

¶ any policy(s) for disestablishment; 

¶ draft agenda item cover sheet.  

2. Committees Officers to only receive policy items 

from the Policy Officer. 

3. If it is not certain that a policy item received by 

Secretariat has been quality checked by the Policy 

Officer, the item is to be returned to the Policy 

Sponsor and the Policy Officer notified. 

1. Send draft documents (as listed in the Review 

Procedure (p.15) to the Policy Officer (cc. Policy 

Sponsor) 

2. Policy Officer to quality check draft documentation. 

Addition of text to agenda item: ‘The amendments 

to the policy have been reviewed by the Policy 

Officer and comply with the Policy and Delegations 

Framework.’ 

3. The Policy Officer is to: 

¶ organise endorsement of all documents from the 

Policy Sponsor 

¶ forward Policy Sponsor agreed documentation to 

the Committees Officers for inclusion on the 

relevant agenda with cc to relevant Policy 

Sponsor/Author. 

Note: if items are deemed not ready for committee 

review, they will be returned to the Policy 

Sponsor/Author for action. Return to How to review a 

policy – Review process. (p 15)  

Has the Policy been approved? 

YES NO 

YES (without conditions)  

1. The Committees Officer to provide Policy Sponsor and Policy Officer with an Action 

Item from the committee’s minutes. 

2. Policy Officer will publish policy in the Policy Library and communicate to the Policy 

Sponsor/Author that this has occurred.  Where policies are to be future-dated, the 

Policy Officer will liaise with the Policy Sponsor regarding the timing of publication. 

3. Policy Sponsor to activate Communication Plan.  

 

Return to ‘How to 

develop a new 

policy’ (p. 8) 

YES (conditional)  

A quality check of all materials provided for approval is conducted by the Policy Officer.  This 
provides the Policy Sponsor with assurance that policies: 
¶ Are fit for purpose; 

¶ Are aligned with the Policy and Delegations Responsibilities Map; 

¶ Are easy to understand; 

¶ Are developed using the processes in this Policy Handbook with particular application given to the 

Style Guide. 
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1. If a policy has been conditionally approved (requiring an agreed further amendment), 

all conditions will be documented in the minutes of the relevant committee and 

communicated by the Committees Officer as an Action Item from the committee’s 

minutes to the Policy Sponsor and the Policy Officer (policy@jcu.edu.au). 

2. Policy Officer to confirm with Policy Sponsor that conditions have been met before 

publishing/implementation can occur. 

When the policy has been published go to ‘How to implement a policy change – Implementation process’ (p. 

20) 

9. Minor amendment approval 

Minor amendments to policy are approved by the Policy Sponsor and sent to the Policy Officer for updating in the 

Policy Library as required. 

Changes to supporting policy instruments, procedures or guidelines will be approved by the Policy Sponsor and 

updated as required. 

10. Administrative amendments 

Administrative amendments such as corrections to spelling and grammar, or changes to position titles, 

organisational units or contact details and other consequential changes arising from decisions made elsewhere, 

will be made by the Policy Officer and do not need to go through a formal approval process. 

11. Policy publication 

 A policy will be published or disestablished in the Policy Library by the Policy Officer as soon as the action item 

arising from the committee minutes has been received.  

Existing policies will remain in place and operational until such time as the new or reviewed amended policy is 

published, or disestablished and removed from the policy library.  

12. How to remove a policy that is no longer required ς Disestablishment                                                                          
process 

Policy disestablishment may occur when: - 

¶ New policy has been created which supersedes existing policy  

¶ Policy is no longer required, possibly as a result of changes to government policy, legislation or JCU 

strategic direction 

¶ Policy review has identified requirement for disestablishment 

Note: Policies must not be disestablished without written approval from the approval authority.  

Step 1 - Needs analysis 

¶ Identify the need to disestablish existing policy  

¶ Assess risks associated with the proposed disestablishment of existing policy and, conversely, the risks 
to the University of not disestablishing the policy.

mailto:policy@jcu.edu.au
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Step 3 - Drafti

/policy/other/procedures/templates/templates


/policy/other/procedures/templates/templates
mailto:policy@jcu.edu.au


/policy/quality-and-planning/policy-development-and-review-policy
/policy/procedures/university-delegations/jcu-delegations-policy
http://www.jcu.edu.au/__data/assets/word_doc/0007/1961386/Gender-Equity-Guide-for-Policy-Sponsors.docx


 

Appendix A to the Policy Handbook 

   
 

APPENDIX A - Policy consultation guidelines 

Who is a Stakeholder? 

Stakeholders include anyone who can be affected by the policy development work you are 
undertaking as well as 
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problem, and the solution 
alternatives. 

Consult: Gather feedback on 
the information given. Level of 
input can range from minimal 
interaction (online surveys, 
etc) to extensive. Can be a 
one-time or ongoing/iterative 
opportunities to give feedback 
to be considered in the 
decision-making process) 

any decision-making 
responsibilities.  It is 
important to keep these 
stakeholders informed and to 
also increase engagement 
with them in critical phases of 
the project. 

 

Adapted from: Technical Writing Essentials by Suzan Last, 5.5 Stakeholder Engagement and Consultation, 

https://pressbooks.bccampus.ca/technicalwriting/chapter/stakeholderengagement/
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